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1 Release Information

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Item

Description

Initial Draft Date
Revised/Final Date
UAT Release Date
Production Release Date
Application
Version

4/3/2019
4/17/2019
4/11/2019
4/18/2019
CYBER
CYBER 1.44.11.0

2 Overview
This document provides the information related to the implementation of the CYBER Release 1.44.11.0
Intermediate Inpatient Unit.
The following are the items that will be incorporated into the CYBER system and the
PerformCare clinical process for the Intermediate Unit provider type.
 There will be new Intermediate Unit (IU) Agency type with new Security roles.
 CSA Security Administrator users will be able to create/edit ID’s for IU users.
 IU Security Administrator users will be able to create/ edit/ deactivate ID’s for other
IU users that are active in their program.
 CSA and IU Security Administrator users will be able to associate Levels, Plan
Levels.
 There will be a new Welcome Page for IU Users.
 IU users will have access to the System Functions button functionality.
 IU Users will be able to view and upload documents to a youth’s record.
 There will be a new Progress Note type for IU.
 There will be two Intermediate Unit Providers Trinitas Hospital and Inspira Hospital
 CSA will be able to create authorizations for the service code CSC03 for IU
providers.
 The system will create the Tracking Element and Episode of Care for service code
CSC03 on the Security Tab and on the Episodes tab.
 The Utilization Management Service Request Form will be updated with the option to
select the Intermediate Unit.
 The system will display a flag on the Dashboard when a youth is open to an IU
program.

3 References
Item
CYBER Production URL

Description
https://www.performcarenj.org/cyber/

4 Defect Fixes
The following items were fixed and have been included in this release.
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FogBugz #/ Work
Order #

Description
ISSUE: FBA and BSP are non-editable when returned by the CSA for some users.

FB 26939
WO 260663/260925

FB 27193
WO 265905/270223

RESOLUTION: The cause was determined to be due to trailing whitespace in the
forming of the reporting userid. A change was made to the DocDataSave stored
procedure to trim any leading and/or trailing whitespace tied to a userid.
ISSUE: In the SUPPORTS tab, when users add a new support and use the “Same
As Face Sheet” option to populate the CITY, STATE, and ZIP CODE, this data was
not retained using the “Accept” button.
RESOLUTION: A code change was made to add the zip city county lookup ID to
the table, “MemberEXT3” when a Zip Code is selected via the SAME AS FACE
SHEET option or by manual entry by the user.
ISSUE: AHH Youth Checklist displays intermittently for OAS users.

FB 27608
WO 276899

RESOLUTION: A performance tuning was implemented on the affected stored
procedure which allows the AHH Youth Checklist to load as expected for all users
with access to this checklist.
ISSUE: The CSA is getting "Error Updating Admission ...-1" when attempting to
create a new SABOOH episode based off the open tracking for the SABOOH.

FB 27638
WO 277719

FB 26847
WO 259003

FB 26650
WO 254641/255888

RESOLUTION: When creating a new admit a -1 ADF (admit/discharge ID) is sent to
the stored procedure to indicate that a new admit must be created. This -1 ADF
parameter was being interpreted as a failure. A code change now handles this
process by attaching to the current admission (Episode).
ISSUE: Portal users are able to submit a new DD Eligibility Application when the
youth has already been deemed as DD Eligible.
RESOLUTION: A stop was placed into the code to prohibit the creation of a new
DD Eligibility application when “DD-000” tracking is active for the youth.
ISSUE: An approved Annex A Admin Change addendum does not updated the
agency address in Provider Details in cases where the Master CIMID and SITE
CIMID are the same value.
RESOLUTION: The stored procedure, “usp_AnnexABatchActivate” now updates
the Zip Code ID in the CYBER table “xvt_CIMEntityExtension”.

FB 26761
WO 244694

ISSUE: Using the ASSIGN button under FILTERED PLANS, if the CSA assigns several
CON assessments to themselves or other CSA users, eventually the ASSIGNED TO
menu at the top right of Plan Approval "loses" the ALL USERS and UNASSIGNED
USERS options in the ASSIGNED TO drop-down and the default becomes the first
username in the menu.
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FogBugz #/ Work
Order #

Description
RESOLUTION: A change was made to the stored procedure to increase response
time when selecting multiple plans or assessments for assignment.
ISSUE: When creating a new Strengths and Needs Assessment (SNA), the module
“OOH” is populated though the youth is not admitted to any Out of Home
Treatment facility.

FB 27501
WO 272814

FB 27502
WO 273134

RESOLUTION: The specific scenario has the youth open to a SAB Outpatient
service which was being treated as SABOOH in terms of classification of the
provider. A change was made to the stored procedure, “usp_PlanAgencyType”
to filter SAB agencies out and keep SABOOH agencies in the algorithm.
ISSUE: CMOADM users cannot use the DEACTIVATED checkbox option as this option
is disabled.
RESOLUTION: A coding change was made to allow full ADM access again for the
CMOADM users. No other ADMIN user types are affected.

ISSUE: User can assign and reactivate an Approved Treatment Plan.

FB 27522
WO 271233

RESOLUTION: A combination of user-side network lag and a slowness in the
disabling of the Action buttons (SAVE, SUBMIT, etc) allowed the user to click the
SAVE button as the plan loaded. As a result, the plan was reverted to an INPROGRESS status from the previous APPROVED status. A performance change
was made to the governing stored procedure to render these action buttons as
disabled during the loading of the plans/assessments.
ISSUE: User with access to the Dashboard in CYBER are getting the message,
“Error: Subreport cannot be shown” when attempting to print the Dashboard.

FB 27556
WO 275145

FB 27657
WO 278378

FB 27665
WO 279325

RESOLUTION: A reference to a drop table command was filtered in the stored
procedure causing a table comparison mismatch in the print. This filter has been
removed.
ISSUE: Expired CAMP application layer status is EXPIRED, but Family Portal user
sees only Approved Request options (nested in the Camp Application).
RESOLUTION: The stored procedure, “usp_Doc_Camp_Header” has been
updated to perform status changes as, “usp_Doc_Camp_HeaderWP” performs.
ISSUE: A 2018 CAMP application which has all nested Camp Requests approved
shows as “PENDING” in CYBER for the CSA. This pending status should be
displayed as “Final Determination Made”.
RESOLUTION: This is a similar change as listed above in FB 27657, but is not an
exact duplicate as the statuses are different and are processed in a slightly
different manner. The stored procedure, “usp_Doc_Camp_Header” has been
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Description
updated to perform status changes as, “usp_Doc_Camp_HeaderWP” performs.
This also involved a manual status correction on the specific 2018 application.
ISSUE: TISP returned by the CSA are not reopening CMO tracking as expected.

FB 27667
WO 278857

RESOLUTION: A change was made to the controlling stored procedure,
“usp_TreatmentPlan_CloseTEReverse” to utilize Discharge Date in the plan in
conjunction with the “TEMaxEndDate” value.
ISSUE: In Youthlink, the “Provider Map” never loads for some OOH users with
lower bandwidth conditions.

FB 27701
WO 280557

FB 27713
WO 280249

RESOLUTION: The call to component, “Google APT “ has been disabled so
providers with existing GEO data* (latitude and longitude) will display on the
map in accordance with loading standards. *For providers that don't have GEO
data, a manual update the GEO data in the database. A long term solution is
being discussed in recent Advisory meetings (JAD).
ISSUE: FSS – OVR is barring “bucket” services from being admitted when OVER is
actively open to a youth.
RESOLUTION: OVR services have been isolated from the “bucket” services rule
and can be active in tandem with bucket service admissions.
ISSUE: IIC_2/BA_2 Treatment Plans are not generating progress notes on autorouted approvals.

FB 26646
WO 255430

FB 27518
WO 271810/281661

RESOLUTION: There was a bug which occurred when the data in the Security tab
is refreshed which was blocking the progress note creation process. This stored
procedure has been corrected.
ISSUE: When submitting the MRSS-IniICP Treatment Plans, the plan is autorouted/auto-approved and generates a CSASC Progress Note Type similar to
“MRSS submitted on [date] [time] was marked approved and requested services
authorized."
RESOLUTION: A correction was made to the refresh process in a stored
procedure of the CYBER Security tab which was blocking the progress note
generation.
ISSUE: When the CSA is looking at CAMP REQUESTS while viewing a specific app
by YEAR ("All" is the default) the Camp Requests appears as duplicated.

FB 27728
WO 281703

RESOLUTION: A correction was made to the stored procedure,
Doc_Camp_Header” which was showing attached requests in the applications as
duplicated.
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FogBugz #/ Work
Order #

FB 27679
WO 274067

Description
ISSUE: FSS OVR authorizations generate for 6 units regardless of the units
selected at admission. Users would like the actual requested units at admit to
match the created authorization units.
RESOLUTION: The system now bases the created authorization based on the unit
value selected at admit (1-6) instead of the automatic issuance of 6 units which
was based on the Service Type (OVR).

5 Enhancements
The following items were implemented and have been included in this release.

FB 27730
WO 264799/266124

REQUEST: The system will update the Allow Communications to No for the CSA
preferred method of contact when the user chooses to opt out from the texting
campaign.
CHANGE: The data for these users opting out of the campaign has been loaded
into the system to update the “Allow Communications” field in the CSA Preferred
Method of Contact to, “No”.

6 Change Log
Change Log

Detail

D_1.0

Intermediate Inpatient Unit Release Notes
Drafted

4/12/2019 -DBP

V_1.0

Intermediate Inpatient Unit Release Notes
Final

4/17/2019 - DBP

V 1.1

Medicaid numbers removed.

4/24/19- TBC
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